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application for
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What are the risks
if I do not treat my forage?

How does Sil-All LV improve
the fermentation process?
50.000

250.000

Sil-All LV strains drive the front and
back end of the fermentation ensuring
a fast final fermentation is achieved.
During storage, Propionibacterium
acidipropionici then converts some
of the lactic acid into aerobic stability
enhancing acids.
Bacteria in LV are complementary to
positively drive fermentation in all
situations.
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What are the key benefits
of Sil-All LV on my silage?
A COMPLETE ACTION FROM ENSILING TO FEED OUT
Lactic acid drops the pH of the forage
rapidly but also acts as a feed source for
the specific yeast and mold that cause
heating at feed out.
Sil-All LV has been developed to ensure
a fast fermentation that produces
sufficient lactic acid to rapidly inhibit
the spoilage organisms and protect
the DM and feed value during ensiling,
without acting as a feed source for the
yeast and mold at silage feed out.

EFFICIENTLY PROTECTS NUTRITIONAL VALUES INTO FARM PROFITS
Sil-All LV has been technically
developed to be able to be used with
all application systems, allowing the
product to be hydrated across the liquid
application range of 50mls/t to 2l/t.
PLANT SUGAR

The controlled bacterial balance of
Sil-All LV ensures that lactic acid is
made rapidly, but without being made
in too high a concentration that it feeds
the growth of yeast during
silage feed out.
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Well fermented
forage and
protected:

DRY MATTE

ENERGY

PROTEIN

DIGESTIBILITY

How to use this product?
SIL-ALL LV

Application 50ml - 2l/t
Pack size 200 g; 100 g
Treating
100T; 50T
FORAGE (%DM)

Grass
Alfalfa
Wholecrop

20 - 40
30 - 45
30 - 45

The use of Sil-All LV
is not a substitute for
good management
practice.
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TRIAL RESULTS
HIGH DM GRASS SILAGE: 58%

LUCERNE SILAGE: 35%

Location: Dept Animal Nutrition University of Krakow,
Poland 2014

Control

12

Location: Dept Animal Nutrition University of Krakow,
Poland 2014
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+ Statistically significant lower pH (4.47 compared to 4.90)
+ Lower level of alcohol in the silage, showing a

Sugar

pH

LA

Ethanol

NH3

+H
 igher level of sugar into the final silage (even in
lucerne silage)

statistically lower yeast activity (the benefit of
Propionibacterium acidipropionici)
+ Statistically greater lactic: acetic acid ratio, highlighting
the increased speed of fermentation.
+S
 il-All LV protects statistically more dry matter even
when the untreated fermentation is good.

+S
 ignificant higher level of lactic acid for DM

GRASS SILAGE: 35%

RED CLOVER: 33%

Location: Landwirtschaftskammer Schleswig Holstein,
Germany 2014

Control

16

ethanol in the silage, showing a lower yeast activity

+G
 reater protein protection (less ammonia
produced)

Location: Landwirtschaftskammer Schleswig Holstein,
Germany 2014
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+S
 il-All LV delivered a statistically lower level of

pH Day 3

pH Day 90
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DM Loss

+S
 tatistically significantly more dry matter is

protected
+S
 il-All LV stopped silage becoming acetic and butyric
+S
 il-All LV delivered a statistically significantly higher
lactic acid
+S
 tatistically significantly more protein are protected
with treatment, reducing ammonia levels

Quality is Assured

pH Day 3

pH Day 90

LA:AA

NH3

DM Loss

Stability (D) pH post Stab

+S
 il-All LV protected statistically more Dry Matter
+S
 tatistically significantly better LA:AA which
highlights faster fermentation with Sil-All LV

+S
 ilage treated with Sil-All LV had significantly less
acetic acid and ammonia

+S
 il-All LV significantly better maintains silage

through pH stability (after 90 days and even at feedout)
+S
 il-All LV provided 3 extra days of stability compared
to untreated silage

Nutritech adheres to a strict code of quality assurance. Nutritech ensures its products are manufactured to the highest standards,
to ensure product integrity and traceability. Our raw materials are sourced globally. All raw materials are supplied with a
certificate of analysis confirming the quality and screening results for undesirable substances. Independent local testing is
regularly conducted to confirm product specifications, providing a robust process to confirm the integrity of all raw materials
and products. Nutritech operates under the ISO 9001 Quality Assurance and GMP guidelines.
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